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ABSTRACT
A BANDLIMITED MAGNETOTELLURIC STUDY
OF AN AREA IN HARVARD, MASSACHUSETTS
by
Robert Alvin Davis
Submitted to the Department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences on May 11, 1979
in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the degree of Master of Science
A narrow-band magnetotelluric survey was performed over
a small area in Harvard, Massachusetts. The area of interest
is centered at Harvard University's observatory which sets on
a ridge formed by the conductive mica schist facies of the
Worcester formation. Magnetotelluric signals in the 50 to
150 second period band were recorded at a matrix of sites
and analyzed for tensor resistivities. The resulting tensors
were rotated to indicate the principal axes of a two-dimen-
sional horizontally anisotropic model. The magnitudes and
directions of the anisotropic resistivities, when plotted on
a map, indicate a strong regional enhancement of telluric
currents which is related to the coastline indentation and
estuary of the Boston basin and bay area.
This distant current source tends to dominate over the
local effect of the conductive-mica schist which diverts only
a portion of the excess surface current along its strike.
Measurements made at the contact between the Ayer granite
and the mica schist indicate that the depth extent of the
schist is relatively shallow. Telluric measurements, in
fact, show that the schist thins along strike to the south-
west in the vicinity of Whitney Road.
Thesis Advisor: Theodore R. Madden
Professor, Geophysics
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The rock units of principal interest in this study
include a northeast-southwest-trending narrow band of
conductive schist of the Worcester formation and the
more electrically resistive rocks which abound it. The
scope of this thesis will be to gain an insight into the
local and regional distribution of earth currents as they
relate to this geologic structure, and to obtain a relative
measure of the electrical properties of the rocks themselves.
1.1 Geological History
The earliest events recorded in this area occurred,
presumably, during the deposition of the Marlboro formation,
for it is generally regarded as pre-Cambrian. Its inter-
stratified relationship with the Gospel Hill gneiss, which
is a granitized facies of the Carboniferous Nashoba formation,
indicates either un-interupted deposition or obliteration by
granitization of a once existing unconformity.
The Marlboro formation was deposited as a thick series
of sediments of several types. A large portion of the rocks
are hornblendic and therefore may be of volcanic origin. There
are also derivatives of calcareous sedimentary rocks and
arenaceous deposits are represented now by quartzite beds.
Hansen, 1956
Shaly deposits have been converted to mica schist.
Before an igneous invasion, thought to be of Devonian
age, the Marlboro formation had attained essentially its
present degree of deformation and grade of metamorphism.
Gabbro-diorite intrusion was followed by the intrusion of
less basic quartz diorite, and cooling of this magma was
accompanied by shrinkage and fracturing. Aplite was injected
into many of the fractures. Finally, widespread epidotiz-
ation extended along the joints and fractures beyond the
quartz diorite mass.
The Carboniferous rocks lying northwest of the belt
of the Marlboro formation can be traced into fossiliferous
rocks in the Worcester formation in the Harvard area. Thus,
the Worcester formation at this locality was laid down in a
continuous depositional sequence (see sketch in Figure 1.1).
The earliest episode recorded by these rocks is the deposition
of the Harvard conglomerate lentil under littoral conditions.
A gradual change toward deeper water conditions followed,
accompanied first by the accumulation of sand that later
became the Vaughn Hills member, and then by the accumulation
of finer grained sediments that are now represented by the
phyllite and mica schist facies of the Worcester formation.
Toward the top of the mica schist facies are amphibolite
beds which could represent either a change to limy sedimentation
-- .- i^--~^~..--------~L"Y-L~Pllr~--C ~lr~ Il~ru~- ~
Figure 1.1 Bedrock Geology
or the intercalation of volcanic material. The contact of
the mica schist with the Nashoba formation is marked by a
fairly thick and very continuous zone of amphibolitic
material. Some of these amphibolite beds are undoubtedly
derivatives from limestones and are distributed throughout
the Nashoba formation.
The Nashoba formation itself represents a very thick
accumulation of mostly arenaceous sediments deposited for
the most part in shallow water. There are places where it
tends to be more schistose, and at infrequent intervals
limestone beds were deposited.
The end of deposition of the Nashoba sediments marked,
apparently, the close of sedimentation in this area for a
long period of time and the beginning of mountain-forming
movements that folded and otherwise deformed the rocks to
such an extent that, with accompanying metamorphism, many
of the original features were completely obliterated. The
stresses that were responsible for the bulk of the folding,
as it is now displayed, appear to have come from a north-
westerly direction. Nearly all the minor folds are
asymmetrical with axial planes that dip steeply to the
northwest.
Feldspathization of the Nashoba formation closely
5followed the deformation, as shown by bending, fracturing and
microfaulting of some of the feldspar grains which probably
occurred before deformation ceased. If a second period of
deformation followed, or if in continuing the deformation
entered a second phase of redirected stresses, this possibly
would postdate the general feldspathization. Cross-folding
in the rocks that flank the Nashoba may be caused by such a
disturbance.
Igneous intrusion began after folding and migmatization
had nearly ceased, since there is no evidence in this area
that the igneous rocks were folded along with the metased-
iments. Inclusions of country rock in many of the igneous
bodies indicate that the country rock was essentially in
its present state when it was invaded. Little is known of
the order of intrusion of the several igneous bodies because
all of them crop out in separate areas. Roadcuts along
Route 2 display Ayer granite, conspicuous and easily recog-
nized, in close proximity to the Worcester schist, suggesting
a buried contact below the alluvium cover which separates the
two outcrops.
Jounting in the area may have been almost fully developed
by Triassic time. High-angle faulting which produced displace-
ments in Bolton and Harvard, and probably much of the small-scale
faulting observed elsewhere, may have also occurred in Triassic.
These are the latest expressions of general structural deform-
ation in the area.
The subsequent geologic history prior to the Pleistocene
glaciation is pieced together largely by inference. Uplift
of the region by folding of the rocks exposed the area to a
long period of erosion. By Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous
time the land surface had been reduced to a peneplane. Sub-
mergence of at least part of this erosion surface followed in
eastern Massachusetts where it is covered by Miocene strata
exposed at the present surface (Cretaceous strata being exposed
on Martha's Vineyard). It is not known, however, whether or
not Cretaceous rocks ever covered the Harvard area. Renewed
uplift ultimately followed peneplanation. The first streams
to flow off the re-elevated surface largely ignored the struct-
ure of the underlying bedrock, but as they cut into the pene-
plane the tributary streams in general adjusted themselves to
the bedrock structure and developed a trellis drainage pattern
in the areas of folded rocks.
Continental glaciers occupied the area probably several
times during the Pleistocene period. Although the direction
of ice movement may have varied during the existence of the
ice sheet, the ice flowed with little regard for the underlying
topography. At the time of its greatest magnitude, the ice
sheet over this area must have been hundreds, possibly thousands
of feet thick. Not only was the ice, with rock fragments
firmly frozen in its bed, capable of scouring rock surfaces,
but it also was able to pluck large masses of rock directly
from the outcrops and transport them southward. Bare Hill
Pond in Harvard is due in part to glacial plucking in the
bed of preglacial Bowers Brook. Several smaller but still
relatively large bedrock basins attributed to glacial pluck-
ing lie on the rocky hill between Murrays Lane in Harvard
and Codman Hill Road in Boxborough. The largest of these
is about 800 feet long. Horse Meadows (see Figure 4.1),
about a mile north, is of similar origin.
1.2 Brief Description of Rock Types in which
Magnetotelluric Measurements Were Made
The area of interest is centered at Harvard University's
Agassiz Observatory which sets high on a ridge formed by the
mica schist facies of the Worcester formation in Harvard,
Massachusetts. The Worcester formation includes those rocks
of Carboniferous age formerly mapped in this area as Worcester
phyllite and Brimfield schist, and also a previously unmapped
quartzite unit called the Vaughn Hills member. The Worcester
phyllite and Brimfield schist are regarded as stratigraphically
equivalent metamorphic facies and are now referred to as the
phyllite facies and mica schist facies of the Worcester form-
ation.
The mica schist facies is a moderately coarse grained
muscovite schist that commonly contains abundant quartz and
pyrite with frequent local amounts of biotite, andalusite
and sillimanite. It weathers rapidly on exposed surfaces,
displaying its characteristic stain of oxidation products of
the pyrite. Freshly exposed rock is commonly light gray with
a pearly luster owed to the predominance of muscovite. The
metamorphic grade increases across the strike from east to
west. The grain size of the rock, due to recrystallization,
is progressively coarser toward the east. The average thick-
ness in the area where the magnetotelluric measurements were
made is in the order of 5,000 feet (1.5 kin).
Between the mica schist facies and the Nashoba formation
to the southeast is a wide continuous transition zone of
amphibolitic beds. The rocks of this zone are prodominantly
quartz-hornblende schist. The amphibolite zone grades into
the mica schist facies of the Worcester formation at its base
and into the Nashoba formation at its top, and contains inter-
bedded mica schists of the Worcester formation type as well as
biotite gneiss of the Nashoba type.
The Nashoba formation represents the great mass of meta-
morphic rocks of Carboniferous age that extends northeastward
across east-central Massachusetts. Locally, in the vicinity
of the survey, the Nashoba formation consists chiefly of biotite
gneiss, but also contains biotite schist and interbedded layers
of amphibolite schist. These beds are predominantly hard
medium-grained paragneiss composed principally of quartz,
biotite and sodic plagioclase. Increased proportions of
biotite make the rock more schistose.
The Ayer granite, conspicuous because of its abundant
orthoclase phenocrysts, is presumed by the author to be in
contact with the mica schist facies of the Worcester form-
ation along the northwest base of Oak Hill beneath alluvial
cover. It consists mostly of orthoclase, quartz and albite
with accessory biotite, muscovite, chlorite and apatite. The
orthoclase phenocrysts are as large as 3 inches in length,
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slightly perthitic and commonly twinned. This porphyritic
facies of the rock has a rude planar structure caused by a
subparallel orientation of its phenocrysts, due probably to





Horizontal components of the earth's time-varying electric
field were measured using 1-kilometer dipoles of no. 22 copper
magnet wire with silver/silver chloride porous pot electrodes.
By electrolysis, silver chloride was plated onto a pencil-size
rod of silver mesh about 4 inches in length. The coated elect-
rode was inserted through a hole in a rubber stopper which then
was placed in a 3/4"-diameter porous porcelain pot filled with
a supersaturated solution of silver chloride and potassium
chloride. Electrode noise was virtually eliminated in compar-
ison to other types of electrodes tested before the survey
began.
The horizontal components of the time-varying magnetic
field orthogonal to each dipole were measured with two coils
(described in Cantwell, 1960), each having 90,000 turns of
no. 26 copper magnet wire around a Permaloy core. The Permaloy
rods for each coil were of different lengths, resulting in
different sensitivities for each coil. Both coils were cal-
ibrated by first aligning them in the magnetic N-S direction,
then rotating them 1800 while integrating the voltage output.
A schematic of the integrating circuit is shown in Figure 2.1.
The total horizontal magnetic field at the time of calibration
was obtained from the Weston Observatory (18,363 gammas). The
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short coil: S-N -1.100
N-S +1.076
were obtained, resulting in coil factors of
long coil factor = 3.51 m cps
short coil factor = 5.37 amm cps.my
2.2 Instrumentation
The electronic instrumentation was designed by Professor
Madden and built by Dave Smith and Jim Wang. The output volt-
age from each coil was sent to a preamplifier (Figure 2.2)
having a 2 cps cutoff frequency and with the gain set at 1001.
Then each component of the measured E-field and H-field signals
was fed to a separate two-stage amplifier, each of which was
cascaded stages of the amplifier shown in Figure 2.3. Each
stage had a single-pole bandpass filter with -3 db cutoffs at
50 and 150 seconds of period. Outputs of the four amplifiers
were recorded on two two-channel Rustrack recorders.
In an attempt to reduce the amount of chart speed drift,
the DC chart drive motors were replaced by AC motors. The
recorders were then run off a 300-watt 12vdc/120vac inverter
powered by the car battery. Only moderate success, if any,
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The use of timing marks made on each chart at ten minute
intervals by means of a stop watch made it possible to
correct the records for variations in chart speed.
2.3 Fieldwork
The fieldwork, at best, was arduous, and at worst
it was frustrating. All the peculiarities and extremes of
New England inhabitants manifested during this work. Many
residents and passers-by showed genuine interest in the
measurements being made. Some offered the use of their land
and even assisted. A few showed extreme indignation, and
others ripped up long lengths of dipole wire when they dis-
covered it passing in front of their driveway. Usual setup
time for the author working alone to lay out two dipoles and
set the magnetometers in place was about 2 hours. Normally,
1 hours of magnetotelluric recording and an hour to pickup
resulted in about five hours for each MT station. The work
went considerably faster with the assistance of Jerry
LaTorraca, Dale Morgan and Dave Smith.
Magnetotelluric stations were selected to provide
minimum interference from power lines and road traffic. On
a lightly traveled road the magnetometers set 200 feet from
the road were insensitive to passing vehicles. Dipoles were
laid out in directions generally parallel and perpendicular
to the strike of the geologic structure.
CHAPTER 3
DATA ANALYSIS
S. . for thou shalt learn
The wisdom early to discern
True beauty in utility.
Longfellow
3.1 Digitization, Rotation, Mean Correction
and Tapering of Data
Selected sections of the analog data were digitized
using a third-order polynomial regression technique applied
to short segments of the waveforms. By observing identical
timing marks on each Rustrack recording, a correction was
made to give all channels a uniform chart speed (equal
time-length syncronized data sections).
In order to identify the components of all the digitized
data sections a three-part title is associated with each
channel
MT1.E6 .12 CHANNEL I









etc. The horizontal components of the real vectors E and H
(H = ) were then rotated to
orthogonal axes (Figure 3.1),
El = 42.50 =
H2 = 132.50 =
E3 = 132.50 =
H4 = 42.50




Figure 3.1 Structurally-oriented Reference Axes
A cosine taper of one-tenth the data length was applied
to each end of the digitized data sections. The power and
crosspower estimates were then adjusted by a factor 1
which is the ratio of the area of a boxcar data window to that















3.2 Power and Crosspower Spectral Estimates
By The Smoothed Periodogram Method
The most efficient and straightforward method of computing
power and crosspower spectral estimates is to fast-Fourier-
transform+ the digitized data series and then take the complex-








Figure 3.2 Graphic Example of Autopower and Qrosspower
in the Complex Plane ( IE1<1 and IHI<1)
+An explanation of the fast Fourier transform can be found in
nearly every digital signal processing or time series spectral
analysis text written since about 1962.
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The quantities EE* and HH* so obtained are called period-
ograms (EE being a cross-periodogram). As an estimate of
the power spectrum FE(f) a critical disadvantage of the
periodogram is that its variance is approximately FE(f) 2
even when based on a lengthy section of data. A method of
improving the distribution properties of the periodogram as
an estimator of power spectrum is by simple averaging the
ordinates of EE* at several frequencies in the neighborhood
of f. If the number of values that are averaged is not too
large compared to the total number of data points <EE*>
can be expected to be near FE(f),assuming FE(f) is continuous
and reasonably smooth.
Smoothing by frequency averaging, however, directly
reduces the number of frequencies that will be represented
in the smoothed estimate. Delta f of the periogram is
given by
=raw = (AT is the sampling interval)
Averaging values of EE , HH and EH* in groups of eight
frequencies produces the smoothed spectral quantities <EE*>,
<HH*> and <EH > having a delta f of
f =8
smoothed = NT
or eight times that of the periodogram. The autopower and
crosspower of each component of E and H were computed in
_~ _1__1 _II__ ~-T~*~i-IXXII~I_... ~- I-I_~- LLI IY I~YIC_-_( ~___
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this manner giving the ten spectral quantities
<1 E > (EE > <2H> <H4H4>
<E > <E E*> <E H> <H2E > <i EH> <  >
From these quantities the coherences of each crosspower
were computed using the expression




3.3 The Impedance Tensor
Apparent resistivities computed from the individual
ratios of measured orthogonal electric and magnetic field
components (Cagniard, 1953)




are strongly dependent on the direction of a polarized H-field
in the presence of horizontal anisotropies or inhomogeneities
(Madden and Nelson, 1964). To take account of the anisotropy
of a structure the horizontal field components are related by[1 11 3 H [
or
E1 = Z11 H4 + Z 13H2
E3 = Z31H 4 + Z3 3H2
where the Zi 's are the elements of a surface impedance tensor.
Generally for an anisotropic earth both components of H can
contribute to a single component of E. Rotation of the
measurement axes to the axes of anisotropy of course would
eliminate the diagonal elements Z11 and Z33o This will be
discussed in a later section. Although E could be written as
the source field operated on by an admittance tensor to
produce H (Bostick and Smith, 1962), commonly greater linear
independence between components of H makes an H-field source
preferable.
ylU~*U*I^~-LO"~*LI-YY-~ICI~L~--YUILYIX .~^I^ ~L-~Llllls/~ ~-l- - U ~_^p
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If we multiply this set of equations by the complex
conjugate of each component of the source field H2 and H
then after frequency averaging we obtain the set of equations
<EH > = Z 1 1<HH > + Z1 3 < H H2 >12 11 22 1342
<E1H > = Z1<H2H > + Z1<H H>
<E3H > = Z31<H2H> + Z 33HH >
<E 3 H > = Z3 1 <H2 H* > + Z3< H H >
which, when solved for the impedance elements Zij, give
< E1H >H H > - <E1H XH2H >
11 <H2 H >2 H 4H> -H2HXL H 2
IE11 Coh<E 1  - Coh<EH >CohH 2H
IHU i - Coh<H4 H2> 2
-=EHXH H> 
- <E1 H ><HH >
<H2H 2*XH H*> - 2 H><H H >
E Coh<E H > - CohiCE H >Coh<H H >
1H2 1  1 - Coh<H H > 2
<EH >.H2 > <E3H><H2H >34 2
31 iii<H H *> - <H2H RXH H >22 44 24 42
E31 Coh<E H > - Coh<E H >roh<n2H >
$41 1 Coh<H 4 H2
<EH *XH H *> - <EH XH H >
Z33 <H2 H 2XH H > - <H2H * H H >
IE Coh<E H > - Coh<E H 2>Coh<H H >
IH21 1 - JCoh<H 4 H> 2
Z3 3 4 2
24
E (< E E i >
where I =(jHj (<H H >)
Clearly, if the <H4H2> coherence is very nearly equal to 1
the impedances become unstable.
During all the spectral computations the measured quantity
was used. Transformation to H is made by dividing H by
frequency in hertz. A quick look at the expressions that
define the impedances will show that transformation of the
impedance elements is performed by multiplying by frequency.
No correction was made for phase since we are interested in
squared magnitudes at this point.
Although the impedances were stored as complex numbers,





Skewness, S, defined as
IZ1 + Z 3 3 1
S = 1z13 - z311
is an invariant quantity used to determine how closely the
measured impedance tensor approximates an ideal tensor for
a two-dimensional structure. For a two-dimensional conductivity
structure the impedance elements Z11 and Z33 vanish when the
axes of the tensor are aligned with the structural axes, and
Z11 = -33 for all other orientations. In the ideal case,
therefore, the sum Z11 + Z33 is always zero so that S = 0.
26
3.5 Coherence of EredictedE observed
The equations
E1 11H4 + Z13H2
E = Z 31H 4 + Z33H2
suggest that the orthogonal comppnents of E can be computed
(predicted) from H2 and H4 if the impedance elements are
known. Having computed the impedances from the observed data,
a measure of the quality of the data is the coherence between
the observed E and a predicted E, such that
Coh<EPE?*> i
i (<EPEP*><EOE > "
i12. 1 2
zi.<H Ek .. +Z iH E"
i2<H H > + IZZi 2 H2 H > + 2Re (Z.I Z3<H H >) i[<EiE>]1
Expanding the numerator of this expression would show that the
coherence of <EPE°*> is always a real quantity, that is,EP isin phase with Easexpected.
in phase with E? as expected.
1
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3.6 Principal Axes of the Impedance Tensor
For a homogeneous isotropic halfspace, or an isotropic
horizontally layered model, the relationship between electric
and magnetic field components reduces to a scalar impedance
Ex = ZH
E = -ZHy x
where Z is independent of horizontal direction because all
field components are mutually orthogonal and J is parallel
to E.
Within a horizontal two-dimensional conductivity
structure, however, the E-field is biased by the gross
strike of the structure and the contrast of neighboring
conductivity inhomogeneities. The effect is approximated
by a horizontal anisotropy in which H and J are orthogonal
and the relationship between E and H is represented by a
second-order tensor.
If electric and magnetic measurements were to be made
along the axes, x' and y', of such an anisotropic model, the
diagonal elements Zx x, and Z ,y of the impedance tensor
would vanish. ZxyI and ZyIxI would then be the principal
impedances of the structure. As the tensor is rotated from
the principal axes of anisotropy an angle 0, the rotated tensor
28
is related to the principal tensor by
x x Z xy cos 0 sin 0 0 Zx'y cos 0 -sin 0
Z YX Z yyj -sin 0 cos 0 Z yX, 0 sin 0 cos 0
Z(0) B Z(x',y') BT
where the diagonal elements Zxx and Zyy resulting from the
rotation would have the relationship Zxx = -Zyy.
In actual practice, performing the inverse rotational
transformation on a measured impedance tensor does not yield
a set of orthogonal axes where Zxx = ZyIy = 0. It has
been concluded that such principal axes would be skew (Swift,
1967), and is equivalent to seeking the directions where a
linearly polarized H produces an E in only an orthogonal
direction.
The most common method used to analyze measured impedance
tensors for two-dimensional characteristics orients the axes in
the direction in which one of the elements IZxyl or I Zyx is
maximized. Either element will give the same orientation since
Zxty,(0) = Z yx,(0+90) . In closed form, the same axes are
obtained by maximizing the sum of the squared magnitudes
IZx. 2 + 1ZyXL 2 , which gives
tan 0= xx Zyy)( xx - xy + Zyx)
Z I Z - IZxY + Zx 2
29
which reduces to
tan 4.0 = 2Re[(Z. - Z )(Z + Zx)]
I Zxx - I Zxy Zx
This equation has two solutions for each 0, a maximum and
a minimum 4 5 0 apart.
As the tensor is rotated through 3600 the sum
Zxy 2 + ZI2 passes through a maximum or a minimum at
450-intervals, and I Zxy12 or I Zy 2 will be a maximum at
900 -intervals (where the sum is maximized). Also, when
Zx 2 or 2 is a maximum it will be greater than
any other Zi j 2 . The principal axes were determined by
these criteria and the rotated tensor elements computed
from the expressions
Z11 = Z 1 cos02 + (Z 13 + Z3 1 )s i n 20 + Z 33 sin211 11 13 31 33
Z3 = Z s20 + ( Z3 3 - Z )sin 20 - Z sin 20
13  13  33  11 31
Z3  = Z3 1 cos20 + (Z3 3 - Z1 1 )sin 20 - Z1 3 sin20
233 = 3 3 cos2 0 - (Z13 + Z3 1 )sin 20 + Z11 sin20
__ilI_ _~^ _I -~-~- -- - I-~_ ~II -I- ~LL*IY~
3.7 Summary of Data Analysis
All calculations were performed on a Hewlett Packard
9825A minicomputer, with a HP 9872A plotter used to digitize
the analog data. Results of the data analyses are summarized
in Table 3.1. The computer output is contained in Appendix C.
Consistency in the orientation of the principal axes of
the impedance tensor and of the principal impedances was
highly dependent on the coherence of the signals within each
frequency band. Frequencies having low coherent crosspower
display erratic results, although consistent directions are
obtained even at low coherencies when the station is highly
anisotropic.
There are three problem data stations. Stations 1 and
14 are badly corrupted by noise, consequently representative
values at these sites were difficult to select objectively.
Also, the N-S dipole of station 19 crosses the contact from
the Worcester schist into the Ayer granite, thereby precluding
a tensor interpretation of this data.
In addition to noise, station 14 has a local bias which
may be attributed to a marsh and small pond at Horse Meadows.
A look at the gains of the telluric measurements of station 15
(which uses the N-S dipole of sta. 14 and another N-S dipole
to the south) shows that the E-field of the south dipole is
ten times greater in magnitude than that of the common dipole.
~L ~I__I_1IIII1YCLI____
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Multiplying the y-component of the E-field of sta. 14 by ten
would rotate the principal axes toward a direction more
perpendicular to strike, as it is expected to be. Actual
calculations using this factor, however, produce only about
half the rotation desired.
Table 3.la
SUMMARY OF M-T DATA ANALYSIS
32
ROTATED IMPEDANCE TENSOR
STA DATA PREQ COH COH OPTIM 2 2 2 2
FILE E oE E o* ANGLE 1 1 13 Z31  Iz33
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Table 3. b
SUMMARY OF M-T DATA ANALYSIS
33
ROTATED IMPEDANCE TENSOR
STA DATA PREQ COE COH  OPTIM 2 2 2 2
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Table 3. l
SUMMARY OF M-T DATA ANALYSIS
34
ROTATED IMPEDANCE TENSOR
STA DATA PREQ CO I CO OPTIM IZI2 I 2  1 2  1Z1 2
PILE Epo EP Eo* ANGLE j1j I IP j31 33






































































































































































4.1 A Review of the Results
The E-field bias observed at station 14, as discussed
in section 3.7, is undoubtedly caused by current being drawn
locally into the glacial basin at Horse Meadows which is
described in section 1.1. This must be a considerably deep
feature in comparison to the broad marshland at station 1,
which had little, if any effect on the tensor orientation.
The apparent tensor resistivities and their associated
directions are tabulated in Table 4.1 and plotted on the map
in Figure 4.1. With the exception of sta. 19, all of the
results can be interpreted from a horizontal anisotropic
model, probably with a regional bias caused by the proximity
of the ocean. In this model, local conductivity inhomogen-
eities due to geologic structures tend to have a local anis-
otropic effect on the telluric current distribution (preferred
current direction) in the crust of the earth. At the same
time, larger scale regional features may have a similar infl-
uence, but over a broader area. The measured result would
then be one superimposed over the other.
At the contact between the Ayer granite and the schist
facies of the Worcester formation the telluric measurements
at station 10, made perpendicular to strike, show a drop in
the electric field by a factor of 23 as it passes from the
granite into the schist. If the schist was much deeper in
extent than its width, continuity in the normal component of
J would require that the contrast in the normal components
of the E-field be proportional to the contrast in resistivity
across the contact. Shallow electrical measurements made in
granites in this region have produced typical resistivities
in the order of 20,000 ohm-meters, whereas that of the schist
is in the order of 100 ohm-meters. The resistivity ratio
would therefore be in the order of 200:1, indicating that
the schist is considerably shallow in depth extent in this
area. Indeed, a line of dipole measurements made along strike
in the schist at stations 8, 16, and 17 show a progressively
increasing electric field toward the southwest, which confirms
that the schist disappears in the vicinity of Whitney Road.
It does, however, reappear further to the southwest beyond
Harvard center.
Tensor resistivities measured at stations 1i, 2, and 18
in the Ayer granite are highly anisotropic. At all three
stations the direction of greatest impedance points generally
in the direction of the Boston basin and bay area, which
probably acts as a current source, since the magnetic measure-
ment B, and thus the computed impedance, is proportional
to the total current flowing in the ground. Theoretical
apparent resistivities for a crustal model in the frequency
37
Table 4.1
ORIENTATION AND MAGNITUDE OF PRINCIPAL RESISTIVITIES
AZIMUTH OF
STA GEOLOGIC LARGEST p pFORMATION PRINCIPAL 13 31
RESISTIVITY
I ayp 820 26,000 125
2 ayp 880 19,000 330
6 Cwm 570 97 11
9 Cwm 520 49 21
14 Cn 150 15,000 120
18 ayp 780 19,000 150
19 Cwm & ayp? 770 5,000 180

range of 10-3 to 10 - 2 hz, with no sedimentary cover, are
in the order of 140 to 600 ohm-meters (Cantwell-McDonald
model ). The smaller anisotropic resistivity values at
these stations generally fall into this range, suggesting
that the smaller values are closer to what one would expect
to obtain from a crustal measurement in this frequency band.
The resistivities in the direction of the apparent current
source are therefore enhanced by a factor to 50 to 200, J
being 7 to 14 times higher in this direction.
At stations 6 and 9 in the mica schist, currents entering
the conductive zone are deflected only slightly by the local
structure. Their magnitude of anisotropy is an order of
magnitude lower than that of the granite since a portion
of the excess current is diverted along the strike of the
conductor.
4.2 The Thin Sheet Model
Ranganayaki, 1978, and Ranganayaki and Madden, 1979,
have used a thin conductive sheet approximation of the earth's
crust to analyze the resistive coupling effects between the
surface of the earth and the mantle. They demonstrated that
at an ocean-continent discontinuity there is a large adjustment
distance (in the order of 1000 km) required for the excess
surface current to leak back into the mantle.
*T. Cantwell and T. Madden, "Preliminary Report on Crustal
Magnetotelluric Measurements," J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 65,
1960, pp. 4202-4205.
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4.3 Conclusion
The horizontally anisotropic model represented by the
impedance tensor is a simplification used to approximate
the effects of lateral inhomogeneities in the conductivity
of the earth's crust and upper mantle. Strong anisotropies
in the tensor resistivities obtained in the Ayer granite
are attributed to a current source in the Boston basin and
bay area. Surface currents apparently channelled by the
coastline indentation and estuary raise the current density
in this direction a factor of 7 to 14 times greater than
that of the orthogonal direction.
Measurements made in the conductive mica schist facies
of the Worcester formation tend to be less anisotropic than
the more resistive rocks, diverting a portion of the excess
surface current along its strike. Telluric measurements
indicate that the schist is considerably shallow in depth
extent, and in fact thins along strike to the southwest
in the vicinity of Whitney Road.
Illllyl .
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE - OF .
STATION: MT78-i DATE: 6-16-78 LOCATION: (off Shaker Road) Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL E . S.C. AZ: 64 LEGTH: 1.30 km CHANNELL3 E L L.C. AZ: 1600 LENGTH: 1.28 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 334 _ CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 700
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-1 DATE: 6-16-78 LOCATION: (off Shaker Road) Harvard Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E S.C. AZ: 64_ LENGTH: 1.30 km CHANNEL 3 E I L.C. AZ: 1600 LENGTH: 1.28 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 334'. CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 700
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
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PAGE 2 OF _
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MAGNTOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE .OF .j
STATION: MT78-2 DATE: 6-22-7 LOCATION: (off Shaker Road) Harvard/Ayer. Massachusetts
CHANNEL #_ E .L S.C. AZ: 990 LENGTH: 0.74 km CHANNEL 3 E L L.C. AZ: 340 LENGTH: 1.28 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 90 CHANNEL 4 LONG COIL AZ: 250
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Av
COMMENTS: Char' geed: 1.07 div/min (0.266 inches/min) Channels 1, 2, 3 & 4
p1" \ irc \ V
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 2 OF 3
STATION: MT78-2 DATE: 6-22-78 LOCATION: (off Shaker Road) Harvard/Ayer, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E L S.C. AZ: 990 LENGTH: 0.74 km CHANNEL #3 E I L.C. AZ: 3400 LENGTH: 1.28 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 90 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 2500
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-2 DATE: 6-22-78 LOCATION: (off Shaker Road) Harvard/Ayer, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E S.C. AZ: 990 LENGTH: 0.74 km CHANNEL #3 E . L.C. AZ: 3400 LENGTH: 1.28 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ:
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL .L - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
COMMENTS: ChAvr eed: 1.10 div/min (0.274 inches/min) Channels
iOM N S ii iI ii hia n, l il r
1 &2
1.06 div/min (0.265 inches/min) Channels 3 & 4
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PAGE 3 OF 3
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TELLURIC DATA SH1EET PAGE 1 OF 2
STATION: T78-3 DATE: 6-23-78 LOCATION: Shaker Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL fl
AZIMUTH: 1720 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL _#2
AZIMUTH: 3520 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.8 km
0.8 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
COMMENTS:
VkIV
d ~ ) a4
_
TELLUR-IC DATA SHEET PAGE 2 OF 2
STATION: T78-3 DATE: 6-26-78 LOCATION: Shaker Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 1720 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3520 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.8 km
0.8 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average 1
COMMENTS: Chart Seed: 1.07 div/min (0.268 inches/min)
. ... .. .. .
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TELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE _ OF I
STATION: T78-4 DATE: 6-26-78 LOCATION: Shaker Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 1720 LENGTH OF DIPOLE: 0.8 km
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 330 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.10 div/min (0.275 inches/min)
0.8 km
_rC11
TELLUHIC I)ATA SHEET PAGE _j OF .




AZIMUTH: 1500 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
'NEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3350 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.8 km
0.72 km
NOTE: Recorded on Channels 3 & 4
of recorder with Channels
1 & 2 amplifiers.
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.065 div/min (0.266 inches/min)
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TELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 2 OF 2
STATION: T78-5 DATE: 6-29-78 LOCATION: Intersection Shaker & Littleton Roads, Harvard, Mass.
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 1500 LENGTH OF DIPOLE: 0.8 km
NOTE: Recorded on Channels 3 & 4
CHANNEL #2 of recorder with Channels
E L1 & 2 amplifiers.
AZIMUTH: 3350 LENGTH OF DIPOLE: 0.72 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.065 div/min (0.266 inches/min)
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-6 DATE: 6-29-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E L S.C. AZ: 2200 LENGTH: 1.02 km CHANNEL #3 E I L.C. AZ: 1550 LENGTH: 0.72 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1300 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 650
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.13 div/min (0.282 inches/min) Channels 1 & 2
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 2 OF
STATION: MT78-6 DATE: 6-29-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E S.C. AZ: 2200 LENGTH: 1.02 km CHANNEL #3 E I L.C. AZ: 155 0 . LENGTH: 0.72 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1300 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 650
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.13 div/min (0.282 inches/min) Channels 1 & 2
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-6 DATE: 6-29-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 EL S.C. AZ: 2200 LENGTH: 1.02 km CHANNEL j3 E 1 L.C. AZ: 1550 LENGTH: 0.72 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1300 CHANNEL . LONG COIL AZ: 650
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed
(2) COIL J. - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
: 1.13 div/min (0.282 inches/min) Channels 1 & 2
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STATION: T78-7 DATE: 6-30-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 2200 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 280 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
1.02 km
0.94 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
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TELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: T78-8 DATE: 7-5-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard. Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 2080 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
ANEL #2
AZIMUTH: 63o LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.94 km
0.87 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
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TELLURIC DATA SH3EET
STATION: T788 DATE: 7-5-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 2080 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 630 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.94 km
0.87 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.17 div/min (0.292 inches/min)















TELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 3 OF 3




AZIMUTH: 630 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.94 km
0.87 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
COMMENTS:
Average





MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 1 OF .
STATION: MT78-9 DATE: 7-6-78 LOCATION: Intersection Old Littleton & Pinnacle Roads.
_ Harvard, Massachusetts 2 km
CHANNEL #1 E .S.C. AZ: 2430 LENGTH: 0.87 km CHANNEL E J. LC. AZ 170 LENGTH: 0.82 k
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 153o CHANNEL #14 LONG COIL AZ:
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Spee
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
d: 1.17 div/min (0.291 inches/min) Channels 1 & 2
1.07 div/min (0.268 inches/min) Channels 3 & 4
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-9 DATE: 7-6-78 LOCATION: Intersection Old Littleton & Pinnacle Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E L S.C. AZ: 2430 LENGTH: 0.87 km CHANNEL //3 E I L.C. AZ: 170 LENGTH: 0.82 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 153o CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ:
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.17 div/min (0.291 inches/min) Channels 1 & 2
1.07 div/min (0.268 inches/min) Channels 3 & 4
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 3 OF J
STATION: MT78-9 DATE: 7-6-78 LOCATION: Intersection Old Littleton & Pinnacle Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E L S.C. AZ: 2430 LENGTH: 0.87 km CHANNEL #3 E I L.C. AZ: 1700 LENGTH: 0.82 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 153 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 800
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
COMMENTS:
(2) COIL -. - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
Chart Speed: 1.17 div/min (0.291 inches/min) Channels 3 & 2
1.07 div/mm (0.268 inches/min) Channels 3 & 4
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LOCATION: Intersection Old Littleton & Pinnacle Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts o
CHANNEL #1 E L S.C. AZ: 2430 LENGTH: 0.87 km CHANNEL 3) E 1 L.C. AZ: 170 LENGTH: 0.82 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1530 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 800
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Spee
(2) COIL - - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
d: 1.17 div/min (0.291 inches/min) Channels 1 & 2
1.07 div/min (0.268 inches/min) Channels 3 & 4
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TELLURIC DATA SHEIET
STATION: T78-10 DATE: 7-7-78 LOCATION: Poor Farm & Pinnacle Roads, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 1480 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3500 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.80 km
0.82 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.17 div/min (0.291 inches/min)-- -- , , , , ,, , , i iii
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TELLUIHIC DATA SHfEET
STATION: T78-10 DATE: 7-7-78 LOCATION: Poor Farm & Pinnacle Roads, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 1480 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3500 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.80 km
0.82 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.17 div/min (0.291 inches/min)
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PAGE 2 OF 3
TELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: T78-10 DATE: 7-78 LOCATION: Poor Farm & Pinnacle Roads, Harvard, Massachusetts
AZIMUTH: 1480 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3500 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.17 div/min (0.291 inches/min)
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TELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: T78-11 DATE: 7-7-78 LOCATION: Poor Farm Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 1350 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 328 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.80 km
0.80 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.14 div/min (0.283 inches/min) - decreasin chart speed
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TELLURIC DATA S3HI ET PAGE 1 OF 1
STATION: T78-12 DATE: 7-11-78 LOCATION Intersection Old Littleton & Pinnacle Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 1700 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3580 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.82 km
0.98 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.20 div/min (0.299 inches/min)
COM....EN-TS.
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TELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: T78-13 DATE: 7-11-78 LOCATION: Intersection Oak Hill & Cleaves Hill Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts
AZIMUTH: 1780 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3390 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.98 km
1.00 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
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PAGE 1 OF 1
MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 1 OF 2
STATION: MT78-14 DATE: 7-11-78 LOCATION: Intersection Littleton County & Sherry Roads,
Harvard Massachusetts 0
CHANNEL # E . S.C. AZ: 238 LENGTH: 0.64 km CHANNEL#3 E J. L.C. AZ: 159 LENGTH: 1.0 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 14 8 0  CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 690
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.13 div/min (0.282 inches/min) Channels 1 & 2
1.07 div/min (0.267 inches/min) Channels 3 & 4
z Ile) , k
43t).
00 %_j
MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 2 OF 2
STATION: MT78-14 DATE: 7-11-78 LOCATION: Intersection Littleton County & Sherry Roads,
0.6 kHarvard, Massachusetts 159
CHAN N EL #1 E . S.C. AZ: 2380 LENGTH: 0.64 km CHANNEL #3 E 1 L.C. AZ: 19 LENGTH: 1.0 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1480 CHANNEL , LONG COIL AZ: 690
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.13 div/min (0.282 inches/min) Channels I & 2
1.07 div/min (0.267 inches/min) Channels 3 & 4
_ X-Y I~---- ----~ ---- --- --
TELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 1 OF 2
STATION: T78-15 DATE: 7-12-78 LOCATION: Intersection Littleton County & Sherry Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #I
AZIMUTH: 1590 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 3250 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
1.0 km
1.0 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
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TELLURIC DATA SH!EET
STATION: T78-15 DATE: 7-12-78 LOCATION: Intersection Littleton County & Sherry Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1




LENGTH OF DIPOLE: 1.0 km
CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.07 div/min (0.267
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PAGE 2 OF 2
TELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: T78-16 DATE: 7-13-78 LOCATION: Intersection Old Littleton & Pinnacle Roads,
Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 2480 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 540 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.77 km
0.99 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
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STATION: T78-17 DATE: 7-18-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard. Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 2340  LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 710 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.99 km
1.01 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
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PAGE I OF 2
TELLURIC DATA SHEET P
STATION: T78-17 DATE: 7-18-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1
AZIMUTH: 23140 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
CHANNEL #2
AZIMUTH: 710 LENGTH OF DIPOLE:
0.99 km
1.01 km
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
Average
COMMENTS: Chart Speed: 1.07 div/min (0.266 inches/min)
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE j_ OF J
STATION: MT78-18 DATE: 8-17-78 LOCATION: Poor Farm Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E L S.C. AZ: 2630 LENGTH: 0.8 km CHANNEL #3 E I L.C. AZ: 3280 LENGTH: 0.8 km
CHANNEL P2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1730 CHANNEL LONG COIL AZ:2380
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
COMMENTS: Average Chart Speed: 0.266 inches/min Channels 1,2,3 and 4
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STATION: MT78-18 DATE: ,8-1778 ..LOCATION: Poor Farm Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #I E L S.C. AZ: 2630 LENGTH: 0.8 km CHANNEL #3 E L L.C. AZ: 3280 LENGTH: 0.8 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 173 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 2380
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (i) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
COMMENTS; Average Chart Speed: 0.266 inches/min Channels 1,2,3 and 4
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PAGE 2 OF 4
MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-18 DATE: 8-17-78 LOCATION: Poor Farm Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E S.C. AZ:2630 LENGTH: 0.8 km CHANNEL #3 E I L.C. AZ: 3280 LENGTH: 0 . 8 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1730 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 238o
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
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STATION: MT78-18 DATE: 8-17-78 LOCATION: Poor Farm Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E L S.C. AZ: 263 LENGTH: 0.8 km CHANNEL #3 E I L.C. AZ: 3280 LENGTH: 0.8 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 30 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 2380
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
COMMENTS: Average Chart Speed: 0.266 inches/min Channels 1,2,3 and _
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PAGE 4 OF 4
MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-19 DATE: 8-17-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1 E I S.C. AZ: 2490 LENGTH: 1.08 km CHANNEL 3 E . L.C. AZ: 143o LENGTH:0.62 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: ~:o CHANNEL l LONG COIL AZ: 530
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL I - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
COMMENTS: Average Chart Speed: 0.265 inches/min Channels 1,2,3 and 4
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PAGE 1 OF 3
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET
STATION: MT78-19 DATE: 8-17-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL #1_ E JL S.C. AZ: 2490 LENGTH: 1.08 km CHANNEL #3 E I. L.C. AZ: 1430 LENGTH:0.62 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1590 CHANNEL #4 LONG COIL AZ: 530
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL . - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
COMMENTS: Average Chart Speed: 0.265 inches/min Channels 1,2,3 and 4
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MAGNETOTELLURIC DATA SHEET PAGE 3 OF 3
STATION: MT78-19 DATE: 8-17-78 LOCATION: Old Littleton Road, Harvard, Massachusetts
CHANNEL # E .L S.C. AZ: 2490 LENGTH: 1.08 km CHANNEL #3 E i L.C. AZ: 1430 LENGTH: 0.62 km
CHANNEL #2 SHORT COIL AZ: 1590 CHANNEL #. LONG COIL AZ: 530
AZIMUTH CONVENTION: (1) DIPOLE POINTS TOWARD CENTER ELECTRODE
(2) COIL 1. - E IS ROTATED 900 CCW FROM THE DIPOLE AZIMUTH
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Output of Data Analysis Programs
.0






















[ (VOLTS./METER) .. *1-
ILL I -CM]
1.273,3e-08
S C: A L A F.:









CH ANNEL : 3 4
0.0i4 1.721i:--




ROT A T I ON
21.5
27.5
COIL ROTAT I l
ALPHi 27.
BETA 201. 5





FRED! = 1. T4133e-01
1, 41 :'.:' e-P, 1
RAW DELTA f =
2.,,2083e-03
SMOOTHED FOURIER











0 . 0.322 1.9168E-1
0.050 2.02- 6E- 14
MAGNETIC AMPLITU
DE FACTOR







0 032' 9. 3438E-12


















7~ 94- * .4 4L t~






























































3 0 .032 6.5908
4 O .Y 6.4250
PHASE
6 0.014 15.






















































0.032 5.20.050 3. 8





MAG N I TUDE 
COHERENCE
0, 014


















E(t) and H It)























DATA ANALYSIS STA. "TQ(o































































































SOP T I MUM R,. A E S
(CW ANGLE OF











































-,[f -,!C, f , .~
0.0140. 0:3.2
0.050









































































































IF DATA IS TO BE
SHIFTED ENTER N
UME:ER OF INCHES'











FOUR I ERF R E Q d E N CFRE 0]45EN1Y











[ 'V'OLT" 3 METE .
I LL I - A1M




0.014 1.a80 - I
0.0 2 3.2 6 , E-i_
0. 05 2 7659E- i4
MAGNETIC: FIAMPLITU
DE FACTOR
FMF' "  METE: i/'I
A .lPS - TERj ... ..,"i
LL I -CM] *:HZ
1. 57' 2 0 e - 9
AUTOSPECTRU OF







































VAWA ABALL13 3TA. m£xlu-
DATA FILE 2 SPECTRAL FILE 34 PAGE 2 OF
ORTHOGONAL







































































































































0.032 3 2 . -10. ,2 31







E(t) ,arid H ft)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-1
DATA FILE 1. SPECTRAL FILE 19 PAGE . OF F
0-8
ENTER INPUT















R,, T .T "C:OIL ROTATION
ALPHA 27
BETA 201































C ( VOLTS."METER)F: ."
ILLI-CM I
6.7998e-09
1"- *. 4: is * * * * *. * * + .: , B
AUITOSPECTRU[, OF
N MT1.H3:34.22
.5 CHANNEL NO. 2
.5 0.014 2. 4501E-12
0.032. 6. .9636E- 13
.5 0. 0 5 7 .16" E-13
.5 MRAGNETIC ArMPLITU
S DE FACTOR
BE E (AM'iFPS/METER) ; -M I
N LLI-CMI*HZ
























RES I ST I V I TIE:E






0. 03 2 :-, .44:::.3E
-- s .0 5 t ;= ._ ._ r
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-1
DATA FILE 3
ORTHOGONAL
E(t) o.rand H t)
CROSS-SPECTRUM
OF






















































'-047 *&--' =, E -
' 9725 E -
:3838E-
PHASEF' H A'SE0.014 38.' 44 24
0.032 11.9680
0.050 60.2483
MAGN I TUDE OF






E(t: and H(t) 
CROSS-SPECTRUM
OF

























S IN G L E- C H AF 4 N E L: F 0!S:34 - S-' F T " r-i -~CCOS:-SPECTFRUM
OF
M T 1 . H 3'34. 22
CHANNEL NO.
WITH























.± * * .. . .. . . ".
0 RF: T HO G O N AL






























l:- - .. .
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-1
















































































































































IMPEDANCE T E N S 0 R
(RESISTIVITIES)






























































0 359.; '-_, ,.98669































































































CHAN NELS :: 4
0.014 5.4437E
0.032 4. 6592E
























































































































































C H A N NCHANN0.0!4
0. 03;2
0. 050























C IF. O S - S P E C T RUIJM 'I
OF


























0 . i9 7 9
23 E-E-
E-
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-1





















































































































































Z [C* , 1
0.014
0.032
0 .F 0 0






































































































I, 'V GU I S TNYQUIST
FREQ =
1.4187e-01














































































































UATA A"AJl.1iS STA. NX o-





























































































































E t) and H(t)
CROSS-SPECTRUM
OF

























































0.01,. 1.0229E - ii
0.027 6.2119E-12
0.036 .55 13E- 12






_q . .-0.045 13 .075
MAGNITUDE OFCOHERENCEC c H E R: "t N C






E(t) a .nd H(t)
C F' ' -S':'P E C.T R '
OF
'T 2. E340 I.






















MrGI i i TUDE

















41 ':4 1 _3
9914
°




























































































































































































DATA FILE J~. PAGE 3 OF 4 C-16
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-.2











































































Li . 01 hi 9
0.010 .0"2 7
0.0360. 0145.04 '


















































































































































256N Yr iQ I I I: TNYOUIST
FRE Q =
1.4773e-01

































I ( AMPS/METER) ./.M I
LL I - CM *HZ
9. 6521e-09
AUTOSPECTRUM OF























































_ ___ ____~____ _____ ___
DATA FILE _ PAGE J OF A











































































































































































































OR T HO GON L
E(t. and H(t)























7 0. 03 :; 0. -1:8:












PAGE 2 OF 
*
i
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78.2































































































































































































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-2




































































P H A- E
0. 010
0.019





















































































E 04E 04E 04























DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-2
DATA PFILE 6 sP


















S H I F TED
UMIBER OF
S T 0 B E
ENTER N
I NC HE S
N (ADJUSTED) =
256
N Y .U I S T
F RE Q =
1.4613e-01








F OUR I ER
FREQUENCY
U = 0.009704
























































































0C02 3. .1 E
.-3-;- *-, - .- E









DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-2
DATA FILE 6
ORTHOGONAL





















































































Ci-: R 0 S -SP ECT PRUM
OFMT2, E99.33.:
CHANHEL NO.
WI I T HITTH25.33MT2•.H250.- . 3 "'





































































CR'OSS- S P E CTRUM
OF

























































































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-2
DATA FILE 6 SPECTRAL FILE 22 PAGE kOF I
OPTIMUM AXES
(CW ANGLE OF








































































































































































































































































































































































































0. 0 129 :3.-
13 E











IF DATA IS TO BE
.'HIFTED ENTER N
U BIL ER OF I IN: HES:
N iADJUSTE =
!I '.U I ST
EQ =
1.5040e-01



















ELECTRIC AMPL I TU
DE FACTOR
[ VOLTS/METER)/M
T I T -r M]
S4.4164e-09
A OS. ECTRUM OF4AUITO" P, :U  qF





















CHANNELS 3 & 4
Cl,. 0 -10 1. 3 05 E
0.019 7.4614E
C4 -71 C ~4 I -










E (A MP S.METER ) .. MI-
LL I-CM] H
:' 66", 7e -
***:******

















0.019 5. 4164E-11 








PAGE I OF 4
MT78-6
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-6

































* *; * * * * * * * * * * * * * Ki*
SINGLE-CHANNEL






























































































































































'IAi G I TUDE O
COHERENCE
0.010 0.
0.019 0.0 - =.  1, on
0.038 0.0 0 4' 0.
0 048 0.
* * * 4. *
R F T H 0 A H LO OGON L
E t) an, d H(t














































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-6
DATA FILE 7 SPECTRAL FILE 2 PAGE 3 OF I&











































































































































































































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-6

















-H2 (i ' )
0.01'?






























































































































































































S TO BE 
ENTER N
I N C H E
N (ARDJUSTED) =
256N'-f '-' Uj I --S T
FRE.! =
1.5040e-01






F I RST SMOOTHED
FOIUR I ER










0. 04'3 1 .


















2.2507e-09a'. -'5 7. - ~q




































S(A M P'.ME T E R )MI
LL I-C:M] H'1. 3 I0 C - ,
SCALARF:S A T FIR ITi
RESISTIVITIE-








0.01 1 9694E 02
0.025 3.7553E 01
"". ,:, " A
, E 4 - . 4 E E
0.P 10 I.iI'-:'E 0,'
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-6






































































PECTRAL FILE 214 PAG











































































































































.-, , - 35 983
OF.THOGONAL
E (t) crd H'(t)
,-F.:Ci =: -E'-" TFL~
.O-,PECTRUMOF













0 . 03Cl. 04-:
0.048-
1. f!H T


















































































































































































































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-6















E 1. ,I0.048H2 (,. '0.0100.0190. 0290.038
0.043






































0.0100 . I 1 H:,019
0.029











































i.  ,2 56.
9244
0063































































































N' V U I T
FREQ =
1.5520e-
























F.:RE :, S I i
C:HRNNELS -1 .- 1 '41H ;E L': -3, 16 1 41










Sii AUT OS PE C T FU' F
MT9.H153.13
N CHANNEL INO. 2
.5 0.016 l5.1351E-12


























PAGE I OF 3 c-34
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-9
DATA FILE 9
























































































































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-9





















r. [ " .- , "
-, .,, 3, f ]
0.016 3.
0.035 1.
P H AS E
0.016
0.035













































0 F T I N UM A ES
(CW ANGLE OF








0. 0 1 6-
ES3 (y
0. 0 16E0.035E3 (v:"' )
0.016















0. 0 1 E
0.0160. ri352,1ZLf:1




Z :30. 0 1E35
0 . 0 35
P H A 5.; E
0 .0.
0.035PHAIS E0.016 . 3 --•-,.




.- .- ..3 " -..
.











17 6. 9:3 1
255. 2 :::7
C036













BETAC 0E p- T"r 77 :nCA IL P T ATI :
ALF'HR .
BETAR 0 5




N (ADJUSTED) = 1
1 113'
N YO U I S T
F R. E nl- = i .5 5':' 0e. -O 0iF,E. =.










SPECTRAL FILE 26 PAGE I OF Z
C-37
*UT-PF'E' TRU .'i. OFMT. E243.23
CHANNEL NOi. 1




[(VOLTS.'METER' I.MILL!-CM]1. L I 07-3e-9J
1.078:3e-09
SCA LA
F.: ES I T I S  I T I ES
CHANNELS 1 : 2'
0.016 9.6924E 00
O.MC35 4.2272E Ci
CHANNELS 3 .: 4





0. 035 256 35E-1.
MAGN4ET TC AMPLITU
DE FACTOR
E (AM P.SMETER ) . 1 MI
LLI-CM] *HZ9. 6603e-0914 e
AUTOSF'ECTRF.UM OF
t, 9. E17 0. 2' 3
CHANNEL NO .




I f 0 L T S../ M E T E R M







0. 035 2 . 53:84E-12
MAGNETIC AMRPLITULi
DE FACTORARMF'S.~.'EE. I4II




DATA ANALYSIS STA. .I, (o-






W4 I T H




























ECTRAL FILE 26 PAGE
COL I NEAR
. ) and H f )
C RO SS-SPECTR:UM
OF





0. 16 1. 7803'0E-i12








COL I NEARE : t, and H ....











MT 9. E170. ,23
CHANNEL NO. 3











CO F: C' SS-SPECT UF:I
"" R 0: S' - S'..:; RUFOF
M T 9. H 15 :3.2, 3
CHANNEL NO.
WITH
M T 9. H 8 0. 2-3
CHANNEL NO'
0. 1 6 .-- '6'
PHAS .,N!EF'HAS3EA 016 220.0:35 1
PMAG N ITUEE










0 F: T H 0 G 04 
E t : d H r ,
C : F: S ' E - T W":!
SOF
MT . E17 0 .23
CHANNEL NO.
WITHMT9- H'" -
HAN EL H 8 0O.
C HA N NE N.
0.016
0.035

















DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-9
SPECTRAL FILE 26 PAGE 1 OF I










Z E 1 ! :: f I




















































R 0 TT F El
I MPE R h: E
(RF.:ESIST IVI TEN ES













0. ,158 '. 3:60.000
0.0352 360.0000
* **** **** * ** *
0 F'PT I MIU :.: E S
(CWL RANGLE OF
ROTATION)
0 .0 T 10R A ".ZIMUT €..'H
















0,. 0 1 E.0.0:35
.i
IA "[ II.'t







1 1 1 
-. 
. 5.81. 567E





















DATA FILE 10 C039
0001
SPECTRAL FILE C PAGE 1 OF I
C.40
ENTER INPUT FILE

















R 0 T A T i 0 N
IF DATA
SH IF TED
U MBER 0 F
*37 5
203.5
•±* " I .-
IS T O
ENTE
I N C: H
0
N (ADJUSTED )
N'' "! UI T
FREQ =
S::1.5520e



















2. 6 6: 11 e -09
AUT0SPECT RUM OF






S(AFiMFS ..1. METER .. I
L L I - C M3 * HZ
1. 9 :- ' e- 0
:, CALAF
RESI:S T I




5595E5 5: E-8- 8E' 5 5 









ELECTF:RIC AMPL I TU
DE FACTOR
- 1 (V OLT S. 1M E TE R ): /ILLI-CM]I L L I - C: M I









7 (A [(lMPS./METER)/M .. I
LLI-CM]*HZ
1.3314e-08
_ __ _ _. -C -~---L -
DaT FILE "I
BE








W I T H . .
MT9.H143.33
CHANNEL NO. 2

























SPECTRAL FILE 27 PAGE 2 OF aSC 
-41



















E (t) and H '(t)





























0. 0:735 - •.- 19
ORTHOGON AL
























DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-9









































































































0. 0160. 035 :
PHFASE
0.0i6
0 .0i 3' 5H,-tiE
0 0 1
PHFISE
0.0160 0 :':! 5
0.01 r!P H F 1 E0.016


















.t-. fr3- 54.411 :
31










































NY C! : T
FREQ =
1.5040e































BE 0.038: 1. 928lE-13
R N 0.048 4.7164E-14
ES MAGNETIC AMF'LITU
DE FACTOR
L E* I(AMPS/M ETER)F: ."M I
= LLI-CM]*HZ







A f 0.038 1.5039E-13
-03 0.048 2.5106E-14
• , ELECTRIC AMPLITU
D DE FACTOR
[(VOLTS/METER)/MILLI-C M ETERi..   - CM]































9996E9- -I 9 tA- E
6451E
















DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-14




















































































M A GN I T U D






* * * * *** i
NO. 4
2592E-1 12268 E-1 12 2 6:' E - 11:'
9035E-13
:3790E-1 3














Elt I a d H lt '














































































4 ." ,11 '9.3317"
182'. 9777





..03.:! 0.42770 . 0 0.4774
4 -+ W . ;" " :"..- 4 .4
0 F: T H 0C G 0 N A L













PHASEP H A 53 E0.010 2
0.09 2
0.1 E 9 .20.13 P ' .
0. 04
r,1 1 N i T U K E
COH E RENC E
0.0ci
0. 0 1 9
0.02'
, L I,0' . 0 4',:,
12
0. 4





























































































































































0 . 03 2
0.0476





















cl o.cl '0 00i00.00000
0 . 00003
OF






































































































































































































































22 .t.' 6 E
2577
8307
DATA FILE 12 0-446
DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78- 14
DATA FILE 12






















IF DATA IS TO BE
SHiFTED ENTER N
LU! MBE R 0 F INC:HE .;
1
N (.ADJUi"TED).- =
N Y U I ST
FRED =
1.5040e-01








































[ i( r1 P S..S /M E T E R I -.Mi
LLi-C]~)*HZ
3.9116e-09
S CA LA R
.:RESISTIVI T I ES
C:HANNELC3 1.





CHANNEL S 3 ;.-
0.0!0 2.3985E
0.0 19 2.47tOE
0-029 2.4245EI . , 2 .5 i 22 E
0. 046 2. 8'4 * 5E
4 L' . ..







































































CRFOSS-SPE C: T R U
OF






















































7436 E - 1





































































3 0,.048 .76 22E-
S PHAFtSE
0.01 1 . 41
S 0.0114 "1 5.539
0 0. 01*2511 12 CS .26 ' *.
9 0.038 115 . 779'
6 0.048 '2E.:3. 458
1 rIMAGNITUDE OF
COHE E EN C E
0.03:3 1. 4
0.03 0.2454
0.04 "  0. 11 8
ORTHOGONAL
E (t arid H(t)



































4 ';.., :, .j








DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78- 1








































































































































































































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-14
DATA FILE 12




























































































































































































































NYQ U I T
FF:E Q =
1.5040e-0 i




































































































































































































































































































E (t) a.nd H (t
CROS:;S-SPEC:TRUM
OF












































DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-14



























































































































0. 0 2'":' 0.6803
0.0382 0.3368































































































































































































































-) ,y:. all h")
'7. ) 
0 '4 q7,1 ,6
'7.T. CC CC' W











































































































































































































































































N Y Q U I S T
FREQ! =
S1.5040e -01



































E AMPS. ,ETE I" /MI = ," AM~- E T E R) M....
LLI-CMJ *HZ
3.9116e-09































































P H AF1 E0.010 3.143565E0. 01 :3 " 8'642E
0.029 8.4 7E
0.038 5.909 E.
0 '.0 6. i E--MAGNITUDE OFC: , C'HEP :: .0.010 145.7
,. 19 98. 2021 jj '" F:0. 848 66.5MAGN!TUDE OF
0.010 0. 7







M T 1 4 E 238.
CHANNEL NO
WITH




































355 0" .03! 66 .
0 C 0.048 16', 3.
MAGNITUDE OF
C .0 H .: E N .
'973 0.0 1il 0.




. ' ".' '." :
NINEL
TRUM
























C L I .E A R :


















. l, 8 6 .4S?
'i.048 4 3P H. AS-E
0. --! 2 9 1I . "'-:' " !0. ,, .
.3 8 1
C,= 04 ::Vi G, " T TiCE
.0 M E F E N C E
. E2: 5-- 5  -I
2*:-2E-1
058E- 1
44E-5.E. I:27 E- 1
74
9777










0 4 0. 4774
i R T H 0 G -N A.
_ (t ., i and. H. ..
*
1:i4E-10 CHANNEL NO. 3






'C. ,- .- ,7 '5.0844 0.010 346,8577
5.7897 0. 019 63.8917
7.9129.. 0.029 245.1386 :
2.3371 0. 03C .9.98 9
OF 0.048 135.9319 '
MAGNITUDE OF
0.5912 COHERENCE
0.7188 0.010 0.4. 676 E
0.5546 0.019 0. 1541
0. 6284 0. 029 50.5946
0.8415 0.03:3 0.466:3
0.048 0.4553
C.F. : _' . S P E, C..T R. U! V'
O F
rMTi4.E159.I2









.., 4C,~ .PF' H FAISE
0.010
0 . 0 19'
l . 2 :3
0.038
m A G N I T U D






84 11 E - 11




"0 2- "-' 0 5
7 6' :-:8 =
0. 4. 3 1" 34:_












































esZ. lr.j Ck '7' 
4-





























































































































































-t* CC' '76I '.C
 
I




















































































I Ckj 0 ) 
at














































































































































 at IMI Int IM
i
1T



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N',,: Q U I ST
FREQ :
1.5040e-01


























































0-029S 4.-17, -o 3,- S0 . ."4 4F-. P4 -' .
H ''
DE FACTOR
S(ArMP-1' .S METE R  "MR I
LLi.-C:: HZ



























!TIESI T i E
1 : :;











DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-14
DATA FILE I
ORTHOGONAL

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i. Y) 5=S U-)
al =. 











































































































































































































































































































































































































MT 14. E238. 22
CHANNEL











em u.I : . 1e
IF DATA
SH 1 FTED
U M ER OF
IS TO BE
ENTER N
I N C HE S
N IAD.iDJUSTED) =
26
N Y f! U I S T
FREQ =1,5040s-01


















N 8. 3 l
.2085IE-
.9205E-















Ft !_, T 0':S* F E 11- Tt! R1.i imi 0 F
MT14. H1-48. 22
CHANNEL NO. 2
0 0 10 8 3, 3 :E-12
0 i I -D 1.6-53E-1I
0 . ,, 4 51E-12
0.038 1.3797E-13
0.048 5.6297E- 1 4
MAGNETIC AMPLITUJ
DE FACTOR
LL I -C M3 H -'
AiUTC!SP'T-, T RrUti 0F
MTi4.E!59.22
0.010 2.1324E-!0













0 .019 1.6074E- 11
0.029 2.1247E-12




[L AM PS METER M
LLI-CM]*HZ
2.7730e-09











C H A N N E L 3 4
S. . .- ' ".0.010 3,6840E
0 0 19 2 445 9E0 :J 22 " " - - -: E: E












DATA ANALYSIS STA. MT78-14
DATA FILE 13 SPECTRAL FILE k. PAGE 2 OF .











0. 3, :: .3171E-
0.048 3.9191E-:
rP H A SE






























0 . '8 1 .11.0.048 21.
MAGNITIIUDE OF
,_' ."HE R E N C ECOHEREN'CE
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14: if A .3;enp
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16: for
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20: for B=1 to
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2: fivt 1, lf5. 3,
1 el . 4 ; f mt 2,
1f5.3,1f'11.4
M z" , C'-
:3: '" "24tC
4: de.




7: 8. t2 1 T 7 G
,: for I= to 2;
sPc 1
9: if I=I; 1 I+ ;
2+'i;Frt "CHANNE
L.S 1 . "
10: if I=&*-_-,,3+..
4 + Y ; F.rt "CH ANNE
LS 3 & 4"
11: for J=1 to C
12: (J-1)*F+LI+rO
Si f r .0 ; 5 t-o
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M, Ts F, S, R [*3 ,
N [*] M [*] , A [* ,
C [*1 :P [*1, S [*] ,
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M, TF, S, R[4] ,MsTsFsSsR'f4',
N[43 M [4s6]
A C 6~ 62A[6,6]
4: di' C[6,6),
F' 6,63 'SE'[23 ,U
5: dim Z[6,s22,






F S, R E*3
M [*) A [*J
PE[*3, S E*3
8: M .. 2+C
9: de.s
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14: for I= to
4; s-c 1
15: if I=1;r.rt
"2 El .1 f "; 1+X
14 y
16: if









I=3; F r t
I=4; F rt
3,f]";2+X;
19: for J=1 to C
20: (J-1)*F+UerO
;if rr>.05; 9to
21: r'M[2 J] rl;
















+ r2; 6+ r3;
27: c11 'xs tpectr
a' (rl, r3, r4)
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45: for J= i
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44., ,rl+r2 i ..
r3+r4 i ) +S
49: urt 16 1, 1 rLS
50: re:t J
--1!: S:-' -
52: t rk ; ildf 1
=': end
54: "x -=.ec t r a" :
55: A .1, J] *c,:,s (
P Epi J ) 4r6
56: 1,.i lJ ' =.in(
F i IJ]);+r7
57: if I=4;-rT r
7
58: A Lp2






61: A [p334 J] *c. 0E
F' [Ep:3, J ) + rI 0
62: AEP3,J] *sin(
P Er-3, .J) . ' r11
63: if I=2 or
I=4;-r114r11
64: ret
65: " u d. r'.nt ":
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22: for I=1 to 4
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2+Y
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27: if I=4-F rt
.4 ,
"28 f *Sv;
• :ss *L 2
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29: for K=1 to 2
.5 30: for J=1 to C:31: (J-1)*F+U+rl
0; if r10>.05;
.5 -to "SI"
32: if I=1; EJ,
K 1 13+rIZKJ,
13 r 2z Z J K 2 ,
214r3
33: if I=21Z[J,
K.4 1 2 +rl 1Z .J.
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45: for .J=1 to
C; .J-1)*F+U+rl0
4E: if r1 >.'.05;
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53: s c 4
54: trk 0;ld.' 6
55: e nr d
56: ",u,.'drant":
57: i f P2 <0; -ito
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58: if P3*O;P1+P





61: ret. r;  ":
62: ret
